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Campus construction projects working to go green Campus group

aimed to help.
student mental
health issues

BY GUS CANTWELL
News Reporter

The University of Rhode
Island is working hard to
become a more environmenBY HENSLEY CARRASCO
tally friendly and sustainable
News Editor
campus with the help of the
United States Green Building
The University of Rhode
Council (USGBC).
Island Student Senate recogThe university is using the
nized We Are Alive on
Leadership in Energy and
Wednesday, making them the
Environmental Design (LEED)
campus' first group focused
green building certification
on suicide prevention.
system to determine how
President of We Are
green any new buildings in
Alive, Samantha Marden said
the works are, and the news is
she got the idea to start the
.
positive thus far.
group after doing a fundrais"All the new buildings are
er in high school for To Write
now certified," Vice President ·
Love on Her Arms (TWLOof
Administration
and
Lauren C:in, ...,r,.ll:.
HA).
Finance Robert Weygand said. The Center for Biotechnology and Life Sciences is one of several"green" buildings across campus
"[TWLOHA] is a non"Our standard is to make sure designed to negatively impact the environment as little as possible.
profit
organization that helps
all new buildings on campus - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - --- ······-·-------people with self- harm addicare LEED certified."
tion and depression through
According to the USGBC Described as "voluntary, con- b11ildings and schools. The as sustainability, indoor envimusic," Marden said. "I want
website, LEED "provides sensus-based, and market- Center for Biotechnology and ronmental quality and innoto continue that here."
building owners and opera- driven," LEED offers certifica- Life Sciences (CBLS), which vation, buildings must earn at
Marden said she wanted
tors with a framework for tion for all type.s of buildings, utilizes the requirements of least 40 points to be LEED certo create a chapter of the
identifying and implementing each with different set of the LEED for new construc- tified. The highest certificaorganization at URI because
practical and measurable requirements.
tion, achieved gold certifica- tion is platinum, which there had been no other stugreen building design, conLEED is broken down into tion in 2010.
requires 80 out of 100 points.
. dent groups pushing for the
struction, operations , and several categories, such as
Based on a 100-point sysmaintenance
· solutions." commercial inte:iors, existing tem that looks at aspects such
Continued on page 3
Continued on page 2
/

Patrick Kennedy visits
campus to celebrate ·
neuroscience program
BY NANCY LAVIN
Contributing News RqJOrter

Former United States
Senator Patrick Kennedy celebrated the opening of the
University of Rhode Island's
new graduate neuroscience
program in a presentation yesterday afternoon at the
Memorial Union Ballroom.
The key to getting congressional support and. funding for
new neurological research is to
start with war veterans, according to Kennedy. Kennedy is the
co-founder of One Mind for
Research, an qrganization
designed to coordinate efforts
to find cures for brain-based
diseases.
"I honestly believe our
American heroes are going to
kick down the doors and turn
on the light," he said.

He explained that once
Congress provides funding for
researching to brain-based diseases faced by veterans, all
Americans will benefit.
"We need political science
to
inform
neuroscience,".
Kennedy said. Kennedy added
that there are more soldiers
dying from suicide related,
post-traumatic stress disorder
and traumatic brain injuries
than from open fire in Iraq and
Afghanistan.
One of the main problems
with getting funding for mental .
illnesses is its stigmatization,
Kennedy added.
"When people can't see it
on the outside, they don't
believe it's on the inside," he
said. He ad-ded that using
words like "crazy" and "nuts"
~~escr~e_peorle wi~~~~ntal
Continued on page 3

Today's forecast
51 °F
A sunny start
to the
weekend!

Already hearing the Oscar
buzz on 'Hugo?'

See page 5.
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·CONTINUED
Alive
From page l
same ideas as We Are Alive.
She wants the group to raise
awareness on suicide prevention and to "show people
there are [others] struggling
through depression and selfharm [among other illnesses]."
She said she wants students on campus to know that
there are other organizations
on campu~ that help, as well.
In the second floor of
Roosevelt Hall, there is a
Counseling Center, which
provides help for students
dealing with anxiety, stress,
and relation:ship problems
among others.
Another area on campus
that aids students with similar issues is the Early Alert
Services. Early Alert place to
provides "support and guid~
ance" to students who may
be having a hard time adjusting
to
university
life.
Students should know conversations had by both those
in the Counseling Center and
Early Alert Services are confidential.
After filling out the
paperwork, Marden said We
Are Alive was recognized by
the senate a few months later.
The group's Facebook

page, which Marden started
over the summer, has 80
members .
We Are Alive doesn't
have a consistent meeting
location so the current meeting locations are determined
on a meeting-by-meeting
basis.
Most
importantly,
Marden said she wants students to know there is another group on campus looking
to help out students.
"We want to start doing
our part here to help as much ·
as we can," Marden said.
She added that We Are
Alive will be "kind of based
on music" but they will incorporate other methods of helpin:g to their work with students. She said they are going
to start planning their
fundraising efforts and will
also try to put on a concert for
students if possible.

Science
From page l
illnesses adds insult to injury.
"Anybody who suffers
from
any
brain-based
illness .. .is terrorized by the
thought that anyone would
know they have it," he said.
Currently one in three
Americans suffers from mental
health issues. URI can be an
active part of the solving this,
Graduate School Dean Nasser
Zawia said.
The new interdisciplinary
neuroscience program gives
students the opportunity for a
master's of science or doctorate
of philosophy degree. It draws
from 15 different current
departments and includes 32
professors and researchers on
its staff.
"The goal is to create. a
viable graduate program to
produce students to work in
the 'new frontier'. of neuroscience and mental health "
said Zawia, who created the
program with engineering professor Walter Besaio about
three years ago.
Kennedy agreed, adding
that our economy rests on our
understanding of the brain. ·
"It's the brain stupid," he
said, in a twist on former
President Clinton's "it's the
stupid" campaign

Kennedy compared the
brain to a main highway, on
which all basic science must
travel to understand everything from addiction and
depression to Alzheimer's and
Down Syndrome.
"When you study any part
of the brain, you're going to
find things about other parts of
the brain that you never knew
you were going to," he said.
For the first time, scientists
now have the technology to
begin finding the cures to some
of these diseases.
"We're now in a position to
actively address the problems
that we've struggled with for
so long," URI President David
M. Dooley said.
The neuroscience program
officially kicks off next Tuesday
with a visit from neuroscientist
and president of Switzerland's
Ecole Polytechnique Federale
de
Lausanne,
Patrick
Aebischer.
The neuroscience department has already received
about six applications for the
spring program, and Zawia
said he expects many more
based on expressed interest. He
estimates that five graduates
will be chosen to enroll in the
program in the spring of 2012,
and an additional 10 -15 next
fall.
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CONTINUED
Buildings
-- ~- -- - ----- - -- ----- --- --- - ------

From p age l
" [Former Rh~d~i;~d_]
Governor Carcieri had stated
that as an executive policy,
buildings should try to attain
LEED gold," Weygand said,
meaning
th at
buildings
should receive at least 60
p oints from the checklist.
Weygand pointed to the
amount of recycled materials
used in constructing the
building as· one of the reasons
for its success. The old biological sciences building was
demolished several years ago,
and Weygand said the stone
from the building was "used
as backfill for the site," adding
that steel was also recycled
from the structure.
Weygand also credited
the nearby rain garden, located just outside of the CBLS,
for the gold certification. He
explained that the garden is a
bio-swale, or put simply, "a
ditch that has various dirt and
grasses in it."
"[Rain water] goes into
that and meanders through
the garden and into the
aquifer," he said.
The solar screens on the
building' s windows also
attributed to its LEED success.
One side of the building has
vertical panels, while those on

the other side are horizontal.
L. Carothers Library and
"We looked at how the Learning
Commons,
the
sun rotates and h ow light Keaney Gym nasium and the
would hit the building," Chafee Social Science Center.
"I think · we are doing
Weygand explained .
Similar work is being more work than any other
done inside the new Hillside university in the northeast,"
Residence Hall, which will he said.
Weygand believes the
include natural air conditioning and solar p anels, as well w ork being done on cam pus is
as the new pharmacy build- not only beneficial, but also
ing.
necessary.
"From 1971 to 2005, we
Weygand explained that
these green buildings are h ad not built a new residence
more energy efficient and will hall on campus," He said that
reduce costs on campus over prior to renovations, the older
halls
were
time. He said re-using water residence
and eliminating air condition- "dumps."
Weygand explained that
ing can lessen the university's
carbon footprint and reduce URI's reputation is crucial for
the long-term success of the
student costs.
"It's a return on invest- school, and being considered
ment," he said. "We're doing a green campus will greatly
it in a way that saves us benefit its public image.
money in the long run."
"We want to be a green
When asked about poten- campus," he said. "Many of
tial LEED certifications for our students feel strongly
buildings on campus current- about sustainability."
ly being renovated, Weygand
While the work to make
said it would be very difficult the campus more energy-effito accomplish because of the cient may not currently be recognized by many people on
older building designs.
"When we go into a build- and around the campus,
ing like Lippitt [Hall]... it's Weygand stressed that the
tough to retro-fit a 100 year- positive impact will be felt
old building to be LEED certi- soon.
fied," he said, adding that cer"Five to seven years from
tifying Taft Hall, the campus' now, the work will start payoriginal building, would be ing dividends," he said. "We'll
equally difficult. However, he have a campus that everyone
said work is being done to will be very proud of."
update lighting in the Robert

s,elling your ride?
Nee
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EDITORIAL & OPINION
HIV/AIDS Awareness bcznner theft
Stressed

di~appoints
To the Cigar,

Finals are eminent at the University of Rhode Island, but
the stress of cumulative exams, research projects and group
presentations is on top of a semester's worth of hard work for
students. Juggling all of these pressures on top of extracurricular activities and job obligations can make the end of the
year seem like a struggle for students. However, it is crucial
to note that when things seem to be too much for students,
it's best that they ask for help.
Your own best instinct about how you feel is yourselfyou know when the pressure is a bit too much and when
your stress levels might be too overwhelming. It's important
to know when to you need to take a break. When you're looking at a calendar filled with impending· deadlines, getting
"f I
some sleep might seem like a dream that you may never
reach. However, overworking oneself is never the answer to
achieving a perfect test score or an A in a difficult course.
Rather, sometimes it is better to simply take a break and get
some sleep, and to trust that you've retained enough i nformation.
A half an hour's worth of relaxation will not make or
break your final week of classes. Take a walk around the ·
Quadrangle. Watch a silly reality television show. Grab a coffee with your suitemates. Take some time to do something
not at all related to the stress of schoolwork and exams.
Most of all, don't be afraid to voice your concerns with
those around you, even if it is just venting to a roommate or
a coworker. Discuss your concerns with professors, as well.
Just because course instructors have the power of the final
grade over a student, doesn't mean that they aren't sympathetic-all professors were students once, .so if you have
problems or concerns, use them as a resource.
If students still need an outlet for help, there are many
resources on campus to seek assistance, such as the
Counseling Center in Roosevelt Hall. The pressures of the
end of the semester can be intense, but students should never
feel alone in dealing with that stress.
- '~
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My name is Devinne
Rivard and I am the president
of the student organization
Classy Leaders Achieving
Student Success (CLASS). I am
writing on behalf of both
C.L.A.S.S. and SAWA in
regards to our HIV I AIDS
Awareness Week banner.
Both organizations partnered up again this year with
hopes set high for another successful HIV I AIDS Awareness
Week. The week was designed
to help educate and spread the
awareness of the severity and
importance of HIV I AIDS in
both the United States and
globally.
With HIV I AIDS infection
rates rising at rapid speeds,
especially within college communities, SAWA and CLASS
planned a week of events to
aimed at spreading the awareness of this disease as well as
sharing the importance of protecting yourself and getting
tested.
As part of this week of
events, both groups had members of their organization participate in a photo shoot. The
photos from this shoot were
then made into . posters, hung
on the windows in the entrance
of the Memorial Union, as well
a's a large banner that was hung
across the Hammerschlagg
Mall in front of the Robert L.
Carothe~s Library. The banner
consisted of the words "If one
of us has AIDS, we all have
AIDS."
This banner was put up to
serve as a reminder to the URI
community that this is an epidemic that affects each and
every one of us, no matter who
you are and no matter if you
have HIV I AIDS or not. As a
campus we should be responsible for looking out for each and
every member of this community and supporting each other.

campus groups

HIV I AIDS does not discriminate and this is something that
can and does affect every single
individual on this campus,
whether in a first-hand manner
or not.
With that being said, I was

remaining stagnant. This banner incident waS' not just an
incident of theft, but a reminder
that we still have a long way to
go in creating an environment
that thrives off of inclusivity
rather 'than separation. We still

Photo Courtesey of Devinne Rivard

A banner hung outside, of the Robert L. Carothers Library in celebration of CLASS and SAWA•s HIV/AIDS Awareness Week was cut
down and stolen this week.

disappointed as well as disgusted when I received a phone
call this past Wednesday
evening informing me that two
white males had been spotted
climbing the tree that the banner was hung from, cutting it
down ~nd stealing it. It amazes
me, that as a university which
is supposed to be a comii'l:unity
of young, bright and mature
individuals, we have incidents
like this occurring. It is a shame
when two organizations put so
much work ~nd energy forth
into doing something positive,
perhaps even life altering, and
people feel the need to ruin and·
taint it . with immaturity and
ignorance. •
I ask that this be a lesson to
the campus. We cannot help
ourselves if we continue to tear
each other down in the process.
We cannot accomplish change
while refusing to let go of the
very things that keep us

have countless amounts of
steps left to take in our journey.
to creating a campus bound by
a common need and desire. A
need for acceptance and respect
and a desire to work collectively toward not. ortly embracing
the idea oi those needs; but
implementing them, as well.
In closure, I would like to
add that despite this incident,
CLASS and SAWA will continue spreading the message and
importance · of HIV I AIDS
awareness, banner or not. With
that being said, I leave you all
with this. Get educated, be
aware, stay protected and get
tested. Know where you stand
and don't become a statistic.
In hopes of change,
Devinne Rivard (On behalf
of SAWA and CLASS)
President, CLASS

Tips for staying healthy
rettes, etc.
2. Stay home when you
I commend Sarah Mosley are sick.
on her opinion column that
If possible, stay home from
appeared in Tuesday's issue of work, school and errands when
the Cigar. Well Done Sarah!
you are sick. You will help preHere are Health Service's vent others from catching your
recommendations for being illness. Remain out until your
healthier for your considera- temperature returns to normal
tion.
for 24 hours.
3. Cover your mouth and
Good Health Habits Can nose.
Help Stop Germs ·
When coughing or sneezing, cover your mouth and nose
1. Avoid close contact.
with a tissue or your inside
Avoid close contact with · elbow. It· may prevent those
people who are sick. When you around you from getting sick.
are sick, keep your distance
4. Clean your hands.
from ' others to protect them
Washing your hands often
from getting sick too. Do not will help protect you from
share drinks, utensils, ciga- germs.
To the Cigar,

5. Avoid touching your
eyes, nose or mouth.
Germs are often spread
when a person touches something that is contaminated with
germs and then touches hi$ or
her eyes, nose, or mouth.
6. Practice other good
health habits.
Get plenty of sleep, be
physically active, manage your
stress, drink plenty of fluids,
a:t:ld eat nutritious food.
Sincerely,
Chad Henderson
Director,
URI
Services

Health
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Action Comics 1 sells for 'Hugo' delivers master filmmakin.g, stands
as 2011's first potential Oscar candidate
$2.16 million in auction
Automaton, a robot designed plays the innocent sidekick to
BY MATTHEW GOUDREAU
Contributing Entertainment Writer

PHILADELPHIA (AP) ~
A rare and pristine copy of
the first issue of Action
Comics, famed for the first
appearance of Superman, has
set a record Wednesday for
the most money paid for a
single comic book: $2.16 mil·
lion.
The issue, graded at 9.0,
was auctioned starting Nov.
11 online at www.comicconnect.com. The starting bid
was just $1 but there was a
reserve price of $900,000 .
Neither the name of the buyer
nor seller was disclosed.
It's the first time a comic
book has broken the $2 million barrier. The issue was
published in 1938 and cost
just 10 cents.
"When we broke the
record in 2010 by selling the
Action Comics No. 1, graded
at 8.5, for $1.5 million, I truly
believed that this was a
record that would stand for
many years to come," said
Stephen Fishier, CEO of
ComicConnect.com
and
Metropolis Collectibles.
The previous record set in
March 2010 was followed by
the sale of'another ~<?RY for $1
million. But 'neither of those'

issues was in as good a condition as the issue that sold
Wednesday, though it's pedigree of setting records was
already documented. Twice
before it set the record for the
most expensive book ever,
selling for $86,000 in 1992 and
$150,000 in 1997.
But in 2000, it was stolen
and thought lost until it was
recovered in a storage shed in
California in April this year.
About 100 copies of
Action Comics No . 1 are
believed to be in existence,
and only a handful of those in
good condition.
After it was stolen,
Fishier said, collectors figured it would never be found
or,
worse,
would
be
destroyed.
"Clearly, . I was wrong.
Not in my wildest imagination could I have predicted
that this legendary, stolen
Action Comics No. 1 would
be found, graded at 9.0 and
break the record a year and a
half later," he said.

ON REASON:
''Reas.on is man's only means of graspi
· and of acquiring knowledge - and, th
rejection of reason means that men shoul
regardless of and/or in contradiction to th:e facts

ctf re:a:lity."

AY'N RAND-author of Atlas. Shrugged and Th.e Fountainhea:dj

For more infermalion contact the Ayn l~:and Institute' ai:
#r~a!i1

www.AynRand•.org
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University of Rhode Island

Blood ·Drive Dates
Dedic_ated to Caitlyn Rose Savio

Tuesday, December 6th
Wednesday. December 7th
Thursday. December 8th
All drives will be held from 11am • 6pm
in the Memorial Union Atriums
Sponsored by:
The Clearinghouse for Volunteers,
the URI Panhellenic Council and the Sisters of the ZTA

FREE PIZZA courtesy of
II"!Y~
- . ·_ A· ' l
1'1

l"/·· -:p]zzA

(five H-ope.
6-ive UJ:e.
·6-ive 1$/ood
www.ribc.org

Please remember to hydrate and eat before donating!

800·283·8385

to write with a pen that his
father failed to finish.
Hugo later befriends
Isabelle
(Chloe
Grace
Moretz), the goddaughter of
the local toy shop owner,
played by screen legend Ben
Kingsley. Together they set off
to complete the Automaton,
which Hugo believes is holding a message from his father.
Hugo introduces Isabelle
to the films of Melies, which
her godfather forbade her to

great effect, but acts more as a
duel protagonist rather than
the cliched assistant in most
fantasy films.
In addition, the entire
ensemble takes it upon themselves to flesh out these characters and for some of them,
it's their best work in recent
memory. Ben Kingsley is an
incredibly talented actor but
has become almost a joke in
the last decade due to poor
film choices. Here, he delivers

To put it lightly, 2011 has
been .an unbelievable disappointment
in
cinema.
Although there have occasionally been good or even
great films, the amount of
putrid films that have been
released this year is staggering.
With the year almost over,
I was completely burnt out
and frequently shook my
head whenever I saw previews for "Transformers" or
the distasteful Adam Sandler
films that have been released
in the past year.
I was begging for an average or even good film to be
put out by the time the New
Year rolled arOUf\d. With that
said
Martin
Scorsese' s
"Hugo" was a breath of fresh
air arid reminded me of why I
loved going to the movies.
Martin Scorsese has established himself as the greatest
living director and his track
record speaks for itself. "Taxi . Martin Scorsese's •Hugo' a reminder of the fun of a well-made
Driver,"
"Raging
Bull," movie, evoking and celebrating classics in film history.
"Goodfellas"
and
"The
Departed" are hailed as some watch. While the film has no a heartfelt performance and
of the finest films of all time, central antagonist, Kingsley's reminds us why he is such a
and these are only a small character does not want Hugo legend. Sacha ·Baron Cohen,
sampling of his filmography.
to complete the Automaton or Jude Law, Ray Winstone and
When I saw the trailer for let his goddaughter be sub- Helen McCrory co-star in the
"Hugo" and saw it had a PG jected to the · supposedly film and add dimension to the
rating, I was shocked because "heretic" style films . The rea- story which also adds to the
Scorsese' s films usually focus son why is one of the great ·epic fantasy.
on violent lifestyles and mysteries of the film, but the
When the film ended, I
mature themes. I've since revelation provides solid pay- was reminded why I love
learned to never question off.
going to the movies. The dazScorsese' s film choices. I am
Scorsese is one of the zling visuals combined with
glad to say that "Hugo" · smartest filmmakers in exis- Scorsese' s coherent storystands as one of the finest tence and is a huge fan of film telling are simply second to
films of 2011 and is sure to history. It seems that he put a none. When the Oscars roll
please young and old viewers lot of enthusiasm into the around, I believe ·it is a
alike.
aspects of the film involving favorite for best visual effects
I'm sure many people one of his own inspirations, and potentially b~st picture.
were confused about the plot Melies.
This is not only praise for
of this film, so I will lay out a
However, this is not the Scorsese, but for the cast as a
brief summary without spoil- orily part he puts himself into, whole. It is easily one of the
ing anything. Based off the as the whole film represents a finest films of the year and I
book, "The Adventures of change of pace for "Scorsese. believe it will hold with some
Hugo Cabaret," the film takes Not only is it his first PG film, of Scorsese' s best work in the
place in Paris during the but it is his first film shot in years to come.
1930s. Hugo, a young boy, is 3D. While I detest 3D in modliving with his father after his ern cinema and see it as an
mother passed away. His attempt to cash in and make
father, played by Jude Law, is extra money on a simple gima clockmaker who loves to mick, Scorsese uses it to suit
take Hugo to the films of the visuals and storytelling.
Georges Melies. Melies was a Paris comes to life and I have
real life director whose film not seen 3D this effective
"A Trip to the Moon" was a since
James
Cameron's
landmark for science fiction "Avatar."
and filmmaking in general.
Scorsese is also known for
Tragedy soon strikes being a true . actor's director,
young Hugo when his father able to bring out the best in
is killed in a fire and is sent to any actor. This is also the first
live with his abusive, alco- ·film in which he uses children
holic uncle. Much like his as his main characters, and
father, Hugo's uncle is they are one of the best things
involved in fixing old clocks about
the
film.
Asa
and watches while he works Butterfield plays the widein the train station.
eyed adventurous Hugo as a
Eventually, his uncle van- young cross between Harry
ishes and Hugo takes over the Potter and Indiana Jones. In
business. While he resorts to fact, the themes of adventure
st~aling and working tediousand fantasy rival some of the
ly, his real passion lies in the boy wizard's films. Moretz
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Jackson's eg acy expected to thrive after Murray tria l
LOS ANGELES (AP) manslaughter, called a reckless
The private world of Mich ael opportunist and sentenced to
Jackson, fiercely shielded by the maximum four years in
the superstar in life, w as prison.
exposed in the trial of Dr.
Judge Michael Pastor also
Com ad Murray. But rather than blasted Murray for experimentsuffering harm from revelations ing on the pop star with the
of drug use, experts say operating-room
anesthetic
Jackson's legacy and posthu- propofol to help him battle
mous earning power will sur- debilitating insomnia, even
vive any damage done and though the drug was never
could actually grow after he meant to be used in a private
was portrayed as a victim of a home.
money-hungry·doctor.
Some experts say the reveJackson died before he lations made the King of Pop
could launch a series of highly look more like a regular person
anticipated comeback concerts coping with a difficult chalin London as he tried to regain lenge.
the towering status he enjoyed
"In the final analysis, not a
when he released the "Thriller" lot of damage was done,"
album in 1983.
Jackson biographer J. Randy
But his death did breathe Taraborelli said. "I think the
new life into record sales and trial
humanized
Michael
boosted other projects to gener- Jackson. It presented him as a
ate hundreds of millions of dol- human being with problems."
lars for his estate, even as his
As evidence unfolded, "It
already tarnished personal life definitely made our hearts go
took another hit by revelations out to Mich~el Jackson. He was
about his drug use.
a person suffering a great deal
Jackson zoomed to the top and not getting the help he
of the Forbes Magazine list of needed," the author said.
Taraborelli said the enterhighest earning dead celebrities
and his executors are moving tainer's family, fans and estate
quickly on more projects executors were concerned
designed to burnish the per- before the trial that testimony
former's image and expand the would paint Jackson as responinheritance of his three chil- sible for his own death while
dren.
resurrecting past accusations of
A Cirque du Soleil extrava- child molestation and bizarre
ganza, "Michael Jackson: The behavior by the King of Pop.
Immortal World Tour" opens -in
But the judge limited testiLas Vegas this weekend, a pre- mony and evidence to Jackson's
cursor to a permanent installa- final months and specifically
tion at the Mandalay Bay Hotel, ruled out any mention of the
and fans are expected to flock 2005 molestation trial.
there for a "Fan Fest" exhibit of
Thomas Mesereau Jr., the
attorney who won Jackson's
Jackson memorabilia.
After the trial, a judge acquittal in that case, believes
made it clear that the defense the Murray trial did damage
effort to cast Jackson as the vil- Jackson's reputation but said
lain in the case had been a mis- the impact would likely be
erable failure. Murray was con- short term.
victed
of
involuntary
"It certainly didn't help to

have all this testimony about
drug use," Mesereau said. "But
as time passes, people will
focus more on his music and
the negatives will fade."
While Murray was ultimately shown to be negligent,
the portrait of his patient that
emerged during the trial was
one of an aging superstar desperate to cement his place in
entertainment history while
providing a stable home life for
adored children, Paris, Prince
and Blanket..
The- image of Jackson as a
caring father had never been
illustrated quite so vividly. A
probation officer who interviewed Jackson's mother,
Katherine, said she told him:
"Michael Jackson was his children's world, and their world
collapsed when he left."
A leading expert on the
licensing and branding of dead
celebrities believes the trial
engendered so much sympathy
for Jackson that in the long run
it will eclipse negative fallout
from his past.
"I don't think any tawdry
revelations that may have come
out of the trial will have any
impact on his lasting legacy,"
said Mar~in Cribbs, who is
based in New York. "We as a
society tend to give everyone a
second chance. Michael's legacy will be like Elvis and the
Beatles. It will be his music, his
geriius. and his charitable
works"
Cribbs has represented the
estates of such deceased luminaries as Mahatma Gandhi,
Albert
Einstein,
Steve
McQueen and Mae West.
He is not involved in the
Jackson estate but praised its
executors' efforts. Beginning
with the rapid release of the
concert movie, "This Is It," he

Taylor auction tells story of life and loves
NEW YORK (AP) - From
the colorful, couture frocks
worn during her two weddings
with actor Richard Burton, to
the dazzling ruby and diamond
Cartier jewelry set, a gift from
her third husband, film producer Mike Todd, "The Collection
of Elizabeth Taylor" on display
at ~hristie 's auction house in
New Yor.k tells a passionate
story, spanning seven lmsbands
and. nea:dy five decades.
"(Through the collection)
you can see that all the men
were really, really fundamentally in love with her," said
Orianne Colljns, a jewelry
designer. and Taylor aficionado
who hosted a preview of the
exhibition IJ:ursday before it
opens to tl).e public on
Saturday.
Other tokens from admirers include jewelry and ·an
autographed poster from
Taylor's cherished friend,
Michael Jackson. The 1987 print

The necklace's estimated
is signed "To my true love
Elizabeth. I love you forever."
. worth is $2 million to $3 milPatrons of the exhibition, lion.
The exhibition is also a
which runs through Dec. 12,
will certainly flock to one of journey through Taylor's evolvTaylor's most prized posses- ing fashion sense, from her
sions - a 33.19-carat, emerald glamorous red carpet gowns to
cut diamond ring. The estimat- a chorus line of colorful kaftans
ed worth of the gift Burton and a bevy of beaded Versace
gave her in 1968 is $2.5 million jackets. The second floor offers
a look at Taylor's vibrant purse
to $3.5 million.
Thomas W. Burstein of and shoe colle€tion, a sea of
Christie's said the only time the gold Hermes bags, sequin
famous ring left Taylor's hand Chanel clutches and satin
was when she offered it up to Louboutins.
friends to try on. "She really
Meredith
Etheringtonhad this notion that the jewelry Smith, curator of Taylor's fashshould be shared and loved by ion collection, called the exhibit
a glimpse into Taylor's "temeverybody," he said.
One of the most precious pestuous, fabulous, technicolor
items of the collection is a 16th personality that epitomizes
century pear-shaped pearl, the gutsy glamour."
centerpiece of a ruby and diaThe collection will be up
mond necklace designed by for auction both live and online
Dec. 13-17. Part of the proceeds
Cartier and Taylor herself.
"This is such a rare piece. I will go to The Elizabeth Taylor
compare it to the Hope dia- AIDS Foundation. The beloyed
mond," Burstein said.
actress died March 23 at age 79.

said, "They have done a bril- internationally. The permanent
liant job of reminding u s of Las Vegas show is due in 2013.
Michael's genius."
The year he died, Jackson
Taraborelli also cited the sold 8.3 million albums in the
film based on rehearsals for U.S. - nearly twice as many as
Jackson's ill-fated concerts as a second-place Taylor Swift spectacular move setting the and "This Is It" became the
stage for a posthumous come- highest-grossing concert film
back of the Jackson entertain- and documentary of all time.
Joe Vogel, author of a new
ment empire.
"It made you want to book on Jackson's music, and
embrace him," said the author others said the most shocking
of "Michael Jackson: The Magic part of the Murray trial was the
and the Madness."
playing of a recording of a
Jackson's eccentricities and drugged Jackson slurring his
bizarre behavior often made words while dreaming aloud
headlines. Whether it_was trav- about his future concert and his
eling with a chimp, named , plans to · build a fantastic state
Bubbles, sleeping in a hyper- ofthe art children's hospital.
Vogel said the recording,
baric chamber or dangling his
baby Blanket off a balcony, he found on Murray's cell phone,
managed to alienate many peo- reveals the dark side of
ple. The molestation trial Jackson's world.
pushed him further from the
"Michael had a difficult life.
mainstream.
He said once that you have to
"That all ended on the day have tragedy to pull from to
the news was announced that create something beautiful and
Michael was dead," said Lance inspiring. And that's what he
Grode, a former music execu- did. His music has staying
tive and onetime attorney for power," Vogel said.
Jackson who now teaches legal
Rich Hanley, a pop culture
issues in music at University of specialist who teaches journalSouthern California.
ism
at
Connecticut's
"The public decided they Quinnipiac University, said
prefer to remember Michael as Jackson had "complexities on
this great superstar and music top of complexities."
prodigy and to forgive and for"There may be collateral
get any negative things they damage to his reputation from
had heard over the last 10 or 15 the trial. His inner sanctum was
years,'' 'Grode said. "Noiliing penetrated for the first time," he
came out at the trial that was said.
However, "his music is
nearly as bad as things they
eternal. It brings universal joy
had heard in the past."
Grode said evidence of to people and will continue as
public acceptance is seen in the much as Elvis' work continues
Jackson estate's ability to gener- to attract new fans even though
ate a half-billion dollars in the he's been gone for generations,"
wake of his death.
Hanley said.
The Cirque show, which
launched in Canada, is slated
for 150 dates across North
America through July and
expected to run through 2014
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URI professor helps unearth new Billy Graham
information about dinosaur behavior admitted to
that expedition and was the said.
NC hospital
lead author of the article about
Only 10 of the specimens

Don't have time for the usual 7-course I
Thanksgiving meal? Stop at Albie's and
get it all in ONE sandwich with our
November favorite : The Phat Pilgrim!
Loaded with hot turkey, stuffing, fries,
BY FARAH CASALINI
lettuce, mayo, cranberry sauce and a side
News Reporter
of gravy. Visit us @ Albiesplace.com or
call us: (401) 792-3860

living
Narragansett Pier, 6 bedroom home,
washer, dryer, large deck, parking, minutes to URI, walk to beach. Available
Sept. 2012 to May 2013. Email for pictures at tuliez4321@live.com contact at
(413) 525-1228 for appointment
Campus centered Living, Eldred FarmEnergy Star insulated homes within
walking distance to URI. Town water &
sewer, natural gas heat, underground
utilities. Many home styles, options and
lots available starting at $379,000.
Adjacent to URI. For more info:
www.eldredfarm.com Paul Schurnwn
. "': .
(401) 742-7007
n [J •·
Large selection of well-maintained
homes for rent. No application fees! Call
now for 2012-2013. (401) 789-0666 or
Liladelman.com
Narragansett Pier, 4 bedrooms, 2 bath,
fully furnished, parking, central air, 2
zone oil heat. Washer/dryer, bus line
,$1600/month. (401) 946-4944, (401)
663-0800 [cell], (401) 451-8281 [cell]
6 bedrooms available 2012 & academic
year 2012-2013 in Eastwood & Briggs
Farm www.homeaway.com/vacationr e n t a I I p 3 7 4 '2 6 5 .
www. home a way. com/vacationrentaVp303174. www.vrbo.com/167707
Call (917) 270-2185.

A University of Rhode
Island professor and paleontologist published an article this
month describing the discovery
of a nest of 15 juvenile
dinosaurs, unveiling new information about the species's prenatal care.
Chair for the Geosciences
Department David Fastovsky
described the find as incredible
because it aids in the understanding of dinosaur behavior.
"It isGa stunning fossil," he
said. "It gives us insights on
prenatal care that we didn't
know before."
In 1994, a group of
researchers
traveled
to
Djadochta
Formation
in
Tugrikinshire, Mongolio, where
they found a nest of fossilized
remains
of 15
juvenile
Protoceratops
andrewsi
dinosaurs. While Fastovsky
wasn't involved in the actual
finding of the fossils, he was on

the find, which was published were complete, but because all
in November's issue of the · 15 of the dinosaurs were about
the same size and had achieved
"Journal of Paleontology."
After studying the 70-mil- the same state of growth and
lion-year-old fossils, Fastovsky de~~lopment, Fastovsky and
and his colleagues found that his colleagues concluded that
this type of dinosaur took part they represent a "single clutch"
in prenatal care at the nest. from the same mother.
Fastovsky has been an
Fastovsky said this discovery
also shines light on how other active researcher for 25 years ,
species of dinosaurs, such as during which time he has been
triceratops, took care of their working at URI for. He has visyoung.
ited Mongolia about six times,
"It's a really cool fossil," he but has also traveled to other
said. "Does it stop global locations around the world,
warming? No. It's not impor- including Mexico, Venezuela
tant in the human social sphere. and Argentina.
But it is a significant fossil."
"As a paleontologist, I go to
The fossils also led some extraordinary places," he
Fastovsky to believe that the said. "To visit these ancient
juveniles died when they were . worlds is a kind of kick."
less than one year old in a sandFastovsky also has a No. 1
storm by the way they were best selling dinosaur textbook
titled "The Evolution and
positioned in the circular nest.
"It's a fantastic group of Extinction of the Dinosaurs"
fossils because it records their and has published more than
last terrified seconds of life," he 10 articles.

ASHEVILLE, N.C. (AP)
- The Rev. Billy Graham was
admitted to a hospital
Wednesday near his home in
western North Carolina to be
tested for pneumonia . after
suffering from congestion, a
cough and a slight fever, his
spokesman said.
The 93-year-old evangelist was taken to Mission
Hospital
in
Asheville,
spokesman A.. Larry Ross
said. His personal physician,
Dr. Lucian Rice, said he was
in stable condition.
A news release issued by
the hospital said Graham was
alert, smiling and waving to '
staff as he entered the hospital. Ross said Graham was
admitted for observation and
treatment and likely would
spend the night there.
Ross said Graham was in
good spirits after undergoing
a full afternoon of medical
tests. His daughter, Gigi, visited him after dinner for
prayer and Bible reading,
Ross said. As the two watched
television in the hospital
HIV by everyone, there won't room, Ross said they found a
be a child born with the infec- replay of Graham's 1973 crution by 2015.
sade in St. Louis.
However, it is crucial to
For six decades, Graham
support HIV and AIDS advo- led a worldwide crusadecacy to make this happen, based ministry that packed
Joseph and Rivard said. Like stadiums with believers and
last night's event, the events allowed him to counsel every
hosted throughout the week U.S. president since Harry
focused on awareness of the Truman. His most recent
subject and ways contracting book, "Nearing Home," was
HIV can be prevented.
published last month.
Rivard and Joseph aimed
In recent years, age-relatto raise $1,500 this week ed conditions such as macular
through donations, and as of degeneration and hearing loss
last night raised approximate- have kept Graham at his
ly $500.
home in Montreat, about 20
"It
is
[SAWA
and miles east of Asheville.
CLASS's] job to educate stuHe was last hospitalized
dents about HIV," Joseph in May, when he spent five
said. "It affects everyone as days at the same hospital for
an [equal opportunity infec- pneumonia. In October 2008,
tion]." .
Graham was hospitalized
after he tripped and fell over
one of his dogs. Earlier that
same year, he had elective
. surgery on a shunt that controls excess fluid on his brain.
The shunt was first installed
in 2000 and drains fluid
through ·a small tube, relieving excess pressure that can
cause symptoms similar to
Parkinson's disease.
Graham has also suffered
from prostate cancer ·and was
hospitalized in 2007 for nearly two ·weeks after experiencing intestinal bleeding. His
wife, Ruth Bell Graham, died
in June 2007.
Graham rarely appears in
public now. The Billy Graham
Evangelistic Association is
run by Graham's
son,
Franklin.

AIDS Awareness Week ends with student talent show
'

BY LANCE SAN SOUCI
News Editor

AIDS Awareness Week at
the University of Rhode
Island ended last nigh! with
poetry, rap and dance performances to benefit the Red
Campaign. The World AIDS
Day event integrated messages about HIV infection
into each performance.
Student . Alliance for the
Welfare of Africa (SAWA)
president Tetee Joseph said
the Red Campaign is an
organization dedicated to the
awareness and pr:e;ventiOIJ of
the spread of HIV worldwide.
The donations from approximately 100 p~ople at last
night's event, along with
those from events hosted
throughout the week, will go
directly toward the campaign.
The night was hosted
jointly by SAWA and Classy
Leaders Achieving Student

Services (CLASS), a club dedicated to bringing awareness
to issues most pertinent to
today' s society. CLASS president Devinne Rivard said
HIV awareness is important
because it impacts everyone.
"One of the highest
increases [of HIV] is on college campuses," she said, noting that one in five people do
not know they have the infection. "As a campus community, we are respop.sible for one
another."
According to facts presented last night, there are 1.2
million people with HI, and
1,000 babies are born with the
infection each day. Joseph
said this is because it is easily
spread through breast milk,
blood, sex and sharing needles.
"A lot of people don't
know they have [HIV],"
Rivard said.
At URI, she added that a

large portion of the campus,
possibly 25 percent of the student body, is HIV positive.
However, not everyone is
tested for it.
"It's an epidemic that
affects Africa as well as the
rest of the world," Joseph
said. "It's very important to
educate students here on
campus about the importance
of testing."
Because
of
medical
advances in the area of sexuality and HIV research, however, she added that it is now
possible to live a long healthy
life with HIV. Two decades
ago when the infection first
appeared, it would have been
impossible.
This is in part because of
the increased awareness of
HIV worldwide. Playing off
the event's theme of "Going
to Zero," last night, she
agreed that if preventative
measures are taken against
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Not So Average Joe: Patrio-t s vs. Raiders' McClain arrested
Colts lacks luster without Manning
DECATUR, Ala. (AP) Police said the · victim,
BY JOE HOLLENBECK

Sports Staff Reporter

This Sunday when the
New Ertgland Patriots host
the Indianapolis Colts something will be missing. Or
rather, someone will be missing. The Colts have playe4
this entire season without
their star quarterback Peyton
Manning after he underwent
neck surgery at the start of the
season.
Without Manning at the
helm, the team seems lost and
has yet to win a game. While
most Patriot fans are beyond
excited to see their arch enemies start the season 0-11, I
feel slightly let down that I
won't get to see another
thrilling Patriots arid Colts
matchup this weekend.
I'm not the only one who
is expecting this game to be a
bust. · The matchup, which
was originally planned as the
Sunday Night Football game

this weekend, was pushed to
Who could forget when
an earlier slot at 1:00 p.m. Brady and the Patriots went
because without Manning, to Indianapolis and stopped
the Colts are expected to lose the Colts with a late goal line
by at least three scores. '
stand from the one-yard line?
As a diehard Patriots fan I Or when Manning was interam torn when looking at this cepted four times in the 2003
game. On one hand, I have no AFC Championship game in
problem with New England snowy Foxboro, Mass.
Even in 2007, when both
winning ·their fourth straight
game against a winless Colts teams were 9-0 and the
team that is down to their Patriots staged a late game
fourth quarterback, Dan comeback, almost giving me a
Orlovsky, who has had a lack- heart attack in the process,
luster career in the National I'm still glad the game came
out that way.
Football League.
On the other hand, I am
When Tom Brady and
going to miss watching two of Peyton Manning go against
the greatest quarterbacks who each other, it reminds me why
have ever played the game I love sports. I am going to
duke it out in dramatic fash- . miss that about this weekion, as the Colts and Patriots end's · matchup. While it
. should be an easy victory for
often do.
This
generation
of New England, it wont feel as
Patriots fans have probably good beating the Colts withseen some of their best foot- out their centerpiece running
ball games when the Colts the offense.
and Manning come to town.

Women 's basketball falls to Bryant on
road , continues four game losing streak
BY JOE ROBERTO

Sports Staff Reporter

Coming off of a tough 71 44 defeat against Boston
University, the University of
Rhode Island women's basketball team lost its fourth
consecutive game yesterday,
dropping their matchup
against Bryant University, 7562.
With the loss, the Rams
have started the s.eason with a
1-6 record.
Bryant's 13-point win
now puts them at 4-2 on the
2011 season.
The Rams fell to an early
37-25 deficit in the first half,
committing 14 turnovers and
shooting 33.3 percent from
the field.
The majority of their first
half scoring came from two
starters and · one reserve.
Junior guard Ashley Rivera
had a solid first half. In 19
minutes played she had nine
points and added one steal
and two assists. Rivera led
the team in points for the
entire game, finishing with
22.
Senior Sherrie · Session
and reserve sophomore Kerry
Wallack both scored six
points and combined for eight
rebounds.
Out of Bryant's 37 first
half points, 22 of those came
off the bench. Junior guard
Mere.d ith Soper came off the
bench on fire, going 6-6 on
field goals and scoring 14
points.
For the game, Soper led

her team in points with 20 the Rams outrebounded their
and also in rebounds with 10. opponent and also had a betThe second half offered ter field goal percentage.
more sloppy play by the shooting 41.7 percent to the
. Rams, who turned the ball Bryant's 40.9 percent .
The Rams will look to
over 12 more times. Even
though the Rams shot 50 per- break their 4 game losing
cent and were only outscored streak when they travel to
by one point in the half, · Providence to · face Brown
Bryant's offense was too University on Dec . . 3 and
much for URI to stage a come- Fairfield University on Dec. 4
for the Brown Bear Classic.
back.
On the season, Brown is
Playing 20 minutes each,
Rivera and Session combined currently 3-4, while Fairfield
for 16 points, eight assists and stands with a 3-2 record and
five rebounds. On the season, is coming off a 63-55 win over
Rivera ranks first on the team Brown.
with 12.1 points per game,
and Session ranks first on the
Rams owith 6.1 reboun.ds per
game.
The Rams did see a lot of
production coming off the
bench with Wallack contributing seven points in the second
half and freshman forward
Corln~e Coia netting eight
points in the 10 minutes she
saw of playing time.
- With the 38-second half
points
for
the
Bryant
Bulldogs, they also took care
of the basketball, only committing six turnovers -- six
less then the Rams.
The Bulldogs found most
of their scoring from junior
Danielle Douglas and sophomore Jenniqua Bailey. In 11
minutes played, Douglas
scored nine points and in only
eight minutes p layed, Bailey
was a perfect three-for-three
from the field, finishing with
eight points in the half.
Besides losing the game,

Oakland Raiders linebacker
Rolando McClain was arrested
Thursday on misdemeanor
assault, firearms and other
charges after police said he
fired a gun during a fight in
his Alabama hometown.
McClain, 22, held a gun
beside a man's head during an
altercation and the man
begged him not to shoot,
according to a statement
released by Lt. John Crouch of
the
Decatur
Police
Department.
McClain, an All American
at Alabama during his juniqr
year, moved the gun but fired
a round beside the man's ear, ·
according to the statement. No
one was shot, but police said a
man who was injured in the
altercation drove himself to a
hospital, where he was .treated
and released.
McClain was released on
$2,000 bond. He faces charges
of assault, menacing, reckless
endangerment and firing a
gun inside the city limits .
Another man identified as
Jerradius Willingham, 23, was
charged with assault and
released after posting a $500
bond.
McClain's attorney Billy C.
Burney II safd the linebacker
denies he fired a gun and said
he was not involved in the
fight.
"Mr. McClain asserts his
innocence," Burney said in a
statement. "We are confident
that Mr. McClain will be
cleared of all charges."
The Raiders had no comment.
McClain's. agent, Pat Dye
Jr., did not immediately return
a telephone call seeking comment
. Raiders coach Hue Jackson
said McClain was in Alabama
for the funeral of his grandfather. Speaking before the
arrest, he said McClain would
play Sunday at Miami "as far
as I know."
"I can tell you we understand and know exactly what's
going on, and we feel very
comfortable with our information and we don't have any
further comment at this time,"
Jackson said.
McClain is the Raiders'
second-leading tackler this
season after joining the team
as the eighth overall pick in
2010. Although he struggled as
a rookie, the 6-foot-3-inch, 255pounder had developed into a
centerpiece of Oakland's
defense this season despite
being slowed by a sore left
ankle.
Eadier this year McClain,
the 2009 Butkus Award winner
at Alabama, reported someone
in Decatur shooting at his
vehicle. There wasn't any indication whether the two incidents were related.

whose name was not released,
suffered injuries to his .head
and face during a fight with
Willingham. He was bleeding
when officers talked to him.
"The victim told officers
that following the fight, he
crawled to his car," the police
statement said. "He said that ·
when he reached his car,
Rolando McClain produced a
pistol and aimed .it at him. He
said that while he was still on
the ground, McClain walked
over to him and put the gun to
his head."
Police said the victim told
officers "he begged McClain
not to shoot him and that
McClain took the ~un away
from his head,· held it next to
his ear and fired it."
McClain was facing legal
problems in Alabama before
his arrest.
A University of Alabama
student sued McClain in
November 2010 claiming the
former Crimson Tide star hit
him with a car and assaulted
him in 2008. Stanford Matthew
Mangham filed suit in circuit
court in . Morgan County,
where Decatur is located.
Mangham claims McClain
intentionally hit him twice at
an intersection on Nov. 13,
2008 and then slung Mangham
to the ground; causing permanent injuries. He is seeking
$75,000 plus punitive damages.
McClain's attorneys filed
documents in court denying
the student's claims.
That case is set for trial
June 5.
McClain's ankle InJury
forced him to miss the Raiders'
38-24loss to Denver on Nov. 6
when the Broncos ran for 299
yards, 118 from quarterback
Tim Tebow. McClain reinjured
his ankle on the first play of
the second half in last week's
25-20 win over Chicago but
came back later to finish the
game.
Since McClain' s return,
Oakland has won three
straight to take a one-game
lead in the AFC West heading
into Sunday's game at Miami.
Rq.iders veteran running
back Rock Cartwright said · he
intends to talk to McClain
about his situation whenever
the linebacker returns to the
team . .
"All you can do is tell them
things, try to give them help,
but if they don't want to be
helped, ·then they won't be
helped," Cartwright said.
"Once he gets back, I'll try to
put a bug in his ear and see
what's going on."
McClain signed a $40 million, five-year _contract that
included $23 million in guarantees with the Raiders on July
28, 2010.

